El uso de los referendos de iniciativa gubernamental en América Latina. Hacia una teoría sobre las causas del uso de votaciones populares iniciadas por el gobierno
Resumen

En las últimas dos décadas ha existido alrededor del mundo un considerable aumento en el número de votaciones populares. Sin embargo, la literatura existente sobre democracia directa no ha sabido explicar el fenómeno mediante una teoría consistente de las causas de los referéndums. Este estudio exploratorio busca dar un paso adelante para cerrar esta brecha, enfocándose en los referendum facultativos iniciados por poderes políticos formales (facultative government-initiated referendums -FGIR) y su uso en los sistemas presidenciales. Utilizando QCA (técnica basada en lógica formal de álgebra booleanas), este estudio hace una comparación sistemática de la estructura de oportunidades políticas de 49 sistemas presidenciales de 12 países de América Latina, para detectar los factores que estimulan u obstruyen la ocurrencia de FGIR. Se concluye que los FGIR están fuertemente ligados a altos niveles de fragmentación partidaria y gobiernos divididos, dos factores que han sido problemáticos en los contextos de sistemas presidenciales. Por su parte, la obstrucción se debe principalmente a provisiones constitucionales específicas que regulan los dispositivos de las votaciones populares iniciadas por el gobierno.
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i. intrODuctiOn 1
From the 1960s onwards, various nations of the world embraced the idea of direct democracy and over the past two decades, the practical application of direct democratic instruments has increased considerably (Leduc, 2003) . 2 this trend has attracted scholarly attention and over recent years, considerable research investigating direct democracy has been published in renowned journals in the field of political science. so far this literature has mainly focused on the two countries that most frequently use referendums, switzerland and the united states on the state level (Ladner and Brändle, 1999; Gerber, 1996; papadopulos, 2001; tolbert and Hero, 1996; vatter and Freitag, 2006) , while a smaller number of publications have focused on the wave of referendums entailed in the process of european integration (Hug and sciarini, 2000; Franklin et al., 1995) . these publications have greatly contributed to our knowledge regarding the impact of referendums on politics and on diverse societal aspects. However, they have not yet produced a consistent theory on the causes of referendums. the objective of this paper is to undertake initial steps towards bridging this gap.
to a large extent, the 'boom' in direct democracy can be credited toward the increased number of citizen-initiated referendums and, to a lesser extent, mandatory referendums (morel, 2001 ) this development has been welcomed by advocates of direct democracy who emphasize the potential of these tools to foster bottom-up participation and vertical accountability (Barber, 1984; schmitter, 2000) . nevertheless, on several occasions, nonmandatory referendums on important political questions have been initiated by governing bodies i.e. legislatures or executives. such government-initiated referendums, which are often referred to as plebiscites, 3 a term that carries a slight negative connotation, largely retain control over political decision-making in the hands of elected officials.
despite contributing little to the overall increase in direct democracy, the occurrence of facultative government-initiated referendums (FGir) 4 poses a theoretical puzzle (rahat, 2007) . 1 i would like to thank Kathryn Hochstetler and aníbal pérez Liñán for generously sharing their data. research for this article was begun at the 2006 summer school in methods and techniques of the european consortium for political research under the guidance of prof. Benoît rihoux, who patiently continued to advise me on the manuscript at its several stages of development. the manuscript has also profited greatly from the constructive critiques of two anonymous reviewers. all remaining mistakes and deficits are, of course, my sole responsibility. 2 it is important to note though, that the observed increase refers to the average number of direct democratic events at the national level per annum. However, if put in relation to the increase in number of independent nations that have credible claims to be democracies it seems that the practical use of direct democracy has maintained constant over the past twenty years (altman, 2007; Butler & ranney, 1994) . 3 as suksi (1993) has pointed out, this negative connotation goes back to the abuse of the so-called napoleonic referendums during the nineteenth century. He therefore argues that a term with 'a meaning as distorted as that of 'plebiscite' is not very useful to denote referendums within the framework of modern national decision-making (suksi, 1993, p. 11) . Following this argument, in this study the term plebiscite is reserved for the designation of ad hoc consultations that are held without a pre-existing legal basis at the discretion of a particular political agent. Whereby the term 'referendum' is used to denominate constitutionally regulated popular consultations, which are triggered by governing authorities. 4 the word 'government' is used in a generic fashion here, designating governing authorities in general, i.e. members of both executive and legislative branch of government.
While it is understandable that citizens will participate in processes of decision-making when given the right to do so, political elites' use of direct democratic instruments is harder to comprehend. What motivates governing authorities to initiate referendums? Why should democratically legitimised representatives voluntarily give up their monopoly to legislate, redistribute power downwards, equal themselves with ordinary citizens in political decision-making, and ultimately expose themselves to the risk of losing at the ballot box? the central aim of this explorative study is to provide potential answers to these questions.
ii. cAse seLectiOn, HYPOtHeses AnD MetHODOLOGY
despite warnings against small-n studies and the related pitfall of selection biases, which have been raised in methodological writings on comparative politics (Geddes, 2003; King et al., 1994) , scholars whishing to conduct explorative studies outside overarching theoretical programs are well advised to restrict their analysis to small homogeneous groups of relevant cases (Brady et al., 2004; mahoney, 2007) . therefore, this study focuses on Latin america as a region where direct democratic practice has been dominated by FGir. From the 1980s onwards, most Latin american countries adopted institutions of direct democracy and today the region's constitutions provide for a wide variety of direct democratic instruments. despite this variety, we find ourselves confronted with the apparent paradox that direct democracy in Latin america has mainly remained a top-down affair. practical applications of bottom-up instruments have been scarce and exceptional with 87 percent of all national level direct democratic events occurring in Latin america during the twentieth and early twenty-first century, being initiated by governing authorities (altman, 2005) . against this background, the region provides an interesting laboratory for the formulation and testing of hypotheses on the causes of the occurrence of FGir. in political science literature on Latin america, the issue has almost exclusively been dealt with in analyses on the rise to power and government style of political outsiders (Barr, 2003; ellner, 2003; Leaman, 1995; mayorga, 2002; philip, 1998) . Following Weyland's definition of neo-populism as 'a political strategy through which a personalistic leader seeks or exercises government power based on direct, unmediated, uninstitutionalized support from large numbers of mostly unorganized followers' (Weyland, 2003 (Weyland, , 1067 , the use of FGir has been interpreted as part of the strategic tool box of neo-populist leadership. However, neopopulism and referendum occurrence are not inextricably linked. While it is true that some Latin american neo-populist leaders like peru's Fujimori and venezuela's chávez employed FGir, others like argentina's menem and Brazil's collor de mello did not. this demonstrates that although leadership style as an independent variable may be decisive in explaining political phenomena, it cannot be predicted by any model (Linz and stepan, 1978, 4-5) . Hence, if we wish to analyze the factors that cause FGir, we will have to go beyond the conventional actor-centered approach and direct our attention toward the opportunity structures within which political actors operate.
Observing the direct democratic practice in post-transitional Latin america, we find that in those countries where the constitutions uphold the use of FGir, there has been a great variance in the frequency of FGir. in ecuador, for example, four events occurred between 1980 and 2005, whereas in Guatemala, where referendums were constitutionalized in 1985, no single FGir has been held to date. 5 this variance indicates that certain political opportunity structures are conducive to FGir, while others work to their obstruction. the literature on direct democracy has so far concentrated on a few selected cases with practical experience in the use of direct democratic instruments. However, if we wish to understand the opportunity structures that are conducive to the use of FGir, we have to avoid the methodological error of selecting on the value of the outcome variable. causality cannot be inferred by an analysis that is limited to positive cases where referendums were held, instead these positive cases have to be compared against a control group of comparable negative cases (Geddes, 1990; Lijphart, 1971 ).
Defining the universe of Analysis
in this study, the outcome of interest, i.e. the occurrence of Facultative Government initiated referendums (FGir) defined as facultative referendums which may be triggered either by the executive, and/or a given number or percentage of members of the legislature, or the executive and legislative branch of government in co-operation, is analyzed at the macro-level of political systems. However, considering the event character of our outcome variable and that opportunity structures which shape the decisions of political actors are prone to change over time, it is not sensible to choose nation-states as analytical units. instead this study disaggregates nation-states into country-administrations and treats each administration as one observational unit. in order to ensure the minimum unit-homogeneity, which is necessary for a meaningful comparison in qualitative research (munck, 2004; ragin, 1992) , the analysis is restricted to: firstly, the political systems of Latin america without the caribbean, secondly, those which belong to purely presidential regimes, thirdly, within the period of 1980-2005, and lastly, where a FGir could have likely occurred. 6 the latter criterion requires further explanation. Qualitative research often aims at the explanation of rare phenomena, e.g. wars. Hence, while the number of observational units bearing a positive outcome is necessarily small, the number of corresponding units with a negative outcome, e.g. nonwars, is potentially infinite, and including too many of them involves the risk of biased results. in order to reduce the number of negative units, this study adopts the 'possibility principle' presented by mahoney and Goertz (2004) . this principle postulates that only 5 the country, though, saw two events of mandatory referendums on constitutional reform in 1994 and 1999. 6 Outside Latin america, during the period of observation full fledged presidential systems existed in the united states, Ghana, nigeria, uganda, south Korea, and the philippines. Out of these countries only the philippines know facultative government initiated referendums on the national level. Like Latin america, the philippines were originally colonized by spain. different from the Latin american countries however, following the end of spanish colonial rule in 1898, the philippines experienced almost half a century of us-american tutelary rule, which left a deep impact on its political culture (Go 1999 and . colonial heritage and political culture are rightly considered an important differentiating variable in empirical political analysis (Lijphart, 1984; Lane, 1992) . the philippines were therefore excluded from this analysis in order to ensure the homogeneity of our population of relevant cases.
those units where the outcome of interest has a real possibility of occurrence should be included, while units where the outcome merely has a non-zero probability should be relegated to the set of uninformative and hence irrelevant observations. in this study, the criterion chosen to distinguish between negative and irrelevant observations is the existence of legal provisions for FGir on the national level during the observational period. invoking suksi's (1993) terminology, the analysis will be restricted to units in which a 'pre-regulated referendum' held according to constitutionally or other legal norms was possible, while it will not contemplate the possibility of 'ad hoc plebiscites' held at the discretion of a particular political agent.
While the possibility principle actually filters out a number of positive cases, a closer look at the nature of the excluded referendum events reveals that it is a sensible criterion with regard to case homogeneity. the chilean plebiscites of 1980, 1988, and 1989 were convoked by the pinochet military government and paved the way to the country's democratic restoration. the venezuelan plebiscites of april and december 1999 on the convocation of a constituent assembly, the electoral law for the election of constituent assembly delegates and the ratification of the constitution drafted by the assembly were convoked by decrees of president chávez. they followed the complete collapse of venezuela's traditional party system in 1998 (mccoy, 199; morgan, 2007) and marked the starting point to the process of uprooting the country's established political institutions. the colombian plebiscite on constitutional reform of 1990 was convoked by a decree of president Gaviria and subsequently declared binding by the supreme court. it took place amid a wave of extreme violent intimidation against the public launched by the colombian drug cartels. the agenda of the plebiscite had been framed by the student movement La Septima Papeleta (the seventh ballot) which regarded it as the only possible solution to address the rampant political crisis that had resulted from the failure of the traditional political class to address the inadequacy and corruptness of the country's political institutions (van cott, 2000) . it appears, then, that while such ad-hoc plebiscites obviously play an important role when analyzing different processes of regime transformation, they are not well placed in a study that seeks to investigate the strategic choices of political actors in routinely democratic decision making processes.
altogether, these criteria constitute a set of 49 administrations from twelve Latin american countries, 7 which are displayed in table 1. Our selection criteria exclude the case of uruguay. although the country is the region's most frequent user of direct democracy, it does not belong to our universe of analysis since its constitution does not provide for facultative government initiated referendums. in uruguay, any decision to alter the constitution necessarily requires ratification by popular vote in a mandatory referendum, whilst the right to trigger referendums on ordinary legislation is reserved to citizens. another referendum event excluded by the restriction to legally pre-regulated referendums is the argentinean plebiscite of 1994 on the border dispute with chile over the Beagle channel zone, which was convoked following an accord between president alfonsín and the supreme court. 1979 -1981 Osvaldo Hurtado, 1981 León Febres cordero, 1984 -1988 rodrigo Borja, 1988 sixto durán Ballén, 1992 abdalá Bucaram, 1996 -1997 Fabián alarcón, 1997 Jamil mahuad, 1998 Gustavo noboa, 2000 Lucio Gutierrez, 2003 
selection of causal conditions and Working Hypotheses
Having defined our universe of cases, we can now address the central question of this study: why did FGir occur during some of these administrations and why did they not occur during others although the constitution facilitated their usage? since scholarly literature has not yet produced readily testable hypotheses on the causes of referendums in presidential systems, this study offers the tentative interpretation of FGir being a strategy destined to overcome critical situations, which may typically arise in presidential systems. such critical situations can be regarded as opportunity structures in which different factors combine to produce a configurational condition that renders the holding of a referendum a particularly attractive strategic option for political actors.
the assumption is that such opportunity structures will be specific configurations of short-term contextual factors that acutely threaten the survival of the administration in turn, medium-term factors that tend to be stable throughout administrations affecting the political power balance and, long-term institutional factors whose structuring effects on political decision-making are stable over several administrations. the hypotheses and pertaining causal conditions presented below, were elaborated following a strategy of going back and forth between theory and evidence (ragin, 1987; rihoux and ragin, 2009) . i.e. in a first step, hypotheses were derived deductively based on the main theoretical perspectives in the literature on presidentialism and direct democracy. in a second step, the author referred back to the empirical cases in order to detect additional causal conditions, verify the correct operationalization of conditions and re-specify the analytical model. a) short-term Factors according to Linz (1990) , presidential systems are prone to inter-branch conflict due to the independent origin and survival of the executive and legislative branches of government. However, there are no institutional mechanisms to resolve such conflicts since legislatures do not dispose of a vote of non-confidence to remove a president, nor are presidents entitled to dissolve congress and call for pre-term elections. this can lead to acute crises whereby the president negates the legitimacy of congress, congress requests the destitution of the president, or one of the elective powers supports a military intervention to close down the other (pérez-Liñán, 2003) . in such a situation, political actors from either branch may resort to a referendum in order to bolster their legitimacy against their rivals and avert their overthrow.
H1: Acute presidential crises are conducive to FGIR
another distinctive feature of presidentialism is the high visibility of the office of the president who 'is taken to be the embodiment of the nation and the main custodian and definer of its interest ' (O'donnell, 1996) . the high public expectations entailed herewith may have devastating consequences for presidents who fail to fulfill them. as Hochstetler (2006) has shown, over the past years, street protests by mass publics frustrated with presidential performance have played an increasingly important role in presidential falls. presidents facing situations of civil unrest may attempt to use referendums to several strategic ends: a) as a means to divert public attention from unpopular policies or personal misdemeanor, b) as a political offering to mobilized groups of citizens (Barczak, 2001a) , c) as a way to delegate responsibility for unpopular decisions by 'passing the buck to the voter' (Butler and ranney, 1994, 20; setälä, 2006) .
H2: High levels of civil unrest are conducive to FGIR
b) medium-term Factors multiparty systems constitute a sizeable subset of Latin america's presidential democracies and some scholars have argued that conflict and its persistence are even more likely under multiparty situations, which make inter-branch negotiation more difficult and exacerbate existing problems of presidentialism (mainwaring, 1993; Jones, 1995) . in such a situation, the executive or oppositional legislators could use a referendum in order to outplay their political rivals in the opposite branch of government.
H3: High levels of party system fragmentation are conducive to FGIR
as the number of parties increases, so does the likelihood of divided government defined as a situation in which the president's party does not control a majority of legislative seats, or in bicameral systems, a majority of seats in at least one of the chambers. 8 One possible implication of divided government is a stalemate between congress and the president. in such a situation, political actors may either opt to bargain out of a deadlock or to pursue their policy goals with the resources available to whatever branch of government they control (cox and Kernell, 1991) . the referendum is one such resource which, depending on the specific constitutional regulations, may be an exclusive resource of the legislature, or the executive, or available to both branches.
H4: Divided government is conducive to FGIR
under normal circumstances, the head of executive in a presidential system is selected via direct elections. However, fixed mandates, as a distinctive feature of presidential regimes, may lead to a situation in which the effective head of executive lacks such direct democratic legitimation. depending on the constitutional provisions which apply in case of an early termination of a president's term, the automatic successor may have occupied a non-elective post prior to the assumption of office, or may have been appointed by the president as his running mate without consideration of his ability to maintain popular support (Linz, 1990) . such an automatic successor may be tempted to compensate for his lack of direct legitimation by using a referendum as a popular vote of confidence rather than a vote on a specific policy issue. 
H5: Missing direct democratic legitimation of the effective executive is conducive to FGIR
c) Long-term Factors
While the literature on presidentialism and direct democracy does not reveal much regarding possible long-term factors conducive to FGir in presidential systems, some hints to that respect can be drawn from a comparison between europe's and Latin america's practical record of direct democracy. comparing these two regions, we find that they differ significantly with respect to the nature of issues put to popular consultation. FGir in europe tend to be single-issue votes. When european citizens are called to the polls by their governments, they normally have to decide on a specific piece of policy. analyses of direct democratic events in europe's mostly parliamentary systems have revealed that on several occasions such referendums were organized to remove a contested issue from the agenda in order to avoid negative repercussions in upcoming elections or to prevent a split in the governmental coalition (morel, 2001; setälä, 2006) . meanwhile, FGir in Latin america's presidential systems appear to follow a different logic. 9 Here, the implementation is generally related to constitutional reforms (altman, 2005) and citizens often have to vote on entire catalogues of reform proposals. this suggests that FGir in Latin america might be related to a high degree of constitutional rigidity, i.e. an amendment of the constitution requires a supra-majority whose fulfillment involves high transaction costs thus making a referendum an attractive alternative.
H6: Constitutional rigidity is conducive to FGIR
mandatory referendums are rightly considered an important institutional barrier to constitutional reform and are therefore endogenous to several indices measuring constitutional rigidity (Lijphart, 1999; anckar and Karvonen, 2002) . However, this approach is not useful for the particular purpose of this study: the existence of a mandatory referendum on constitutional reforms renders facultative referendums on constitutional law impossible. consequently, the absence of a mandatory referendum constitutes a necessary condition for the holding of a facultative referendum on constitutional reform, which is treated as a separate variable for the purpose of this study.
H7: The absence of provisions for mandatory referendums is a necessary but insufficient condition for the occurrence of any FGIR that involves constitutional reform
Qualitative comparative Analysis (QcA) as a Methodological Approach
Quantitative, variable-orientated research operates on a probabilistic understanding of causality. it aims at isolating net effects of independent variables on a dependent variable in a randomly drawn sample. the standard regression techniques normally employed to this purpose rest on the assumption that the effect of independent variables on the dependent variable is linear and additive.
9 possible reasons why these motifs carry less weight here could be that most Latin american presidents are banned from immediate reelection, as well as the substantial differences between presidential and parliamentary systems with regard to coalition formation and survival (altman, 2000).
this study, by contrast, aims at exploring the conditions that led to the outcome in a previously defined population of relevant cases and therefore requires a different research design. When it comes to analyzing the opportunity structures within which political decisions are made, operative variables may not be independent of each other at all. effectively, in the real world of political decision-making, causally important variables are often bundled together and there may be alternative causal models producing the same outcomes (ragin, 1987; pierson and skocpol, 2002) .
Qca therefore offers a number of advantages for the purpose of this study. it is a case-sensitive technique based on the formal logic of Boolean algebra. While Qca is sometimes referred to as an advancement of mill's methods of agreement and difference (mill, 1865), it differs from them in an important aspect. the millean methods operate on a deterministic understanding of causality. they focus on individual factors which are interpreted in terms of necessity and/ or sufficiency: a condition is interpreted as sufficient, if always when the condition is present, the outcome is also present, whereas a condition is necessary, if always when the outcome is present, the condition is also present. according to mill's approach, causal conditions are independent of each other and there is only one causal path to the outcome.
Qca, by contrast, operates on the concept of multiple conjunctural causation that resembles the inus approach to causation described by mackie (1965) . as mackie stresses outcomes have, typically, a plurality of causes. that is, a certain outcome can be brought about by a number of distinct clusters of factors. each cluster is sufficient to bring about the effect, but none of them is necessary. this means that individual factors are insufficient but nonredundant parts of an unnecessary but sufficient condition. this concept of multiple conjunctural causation enables the researcher to establish the number and character of the diverse configurational paths that lead to the outcome in need of explanation (ragin, 1987; mahoney, 2007) . the hypotheses formulated above should be interpreted in this vein. that is, while none of the causal conditions presented in section ii.2 is expected to be individually necessary or sufficient to bring about a referendum, it is assumed that an opportunity structure that renders a referendum an attractive strategy, will consist of different combinations of short term, medium term and long term factors.
iii. QcA PrOceDures AnD cAse stuDies the first step of a Boolean consists of coding causal conditions and the outcome dichotomously as either "present" or "absent". subsequently these binary data are collected in a truth table displaying all combinations of causal conditions and outcomes.
concerning the outcome -"occurrence" or "non-occurrence" of a facultative referendumdichotomization is a straightforward task since this variable is binary in nature. the same holds true for the
conditions of divided government (D), missing direct democratic legitimation of the executive (M), and absence of provisions for mandatory referendums (A).
For the interpretation of the qualitative evidence of the contextual factors presidential crises (C) and civil unrest (U), this study draws on the expertise of area scholars. coding decisions regarding presence or absence of C were taken on the basis of a qualitative dataset provided by perez Liñan. 10 coding for U in south america follows Hochstetler (2006) , while coding decisions for the central american countries are based on an unpublished dataset on protest events in presidential systems elaborated by the same scholar. 11 Finally, levels of party system fragmentation (P) and constitutional rigidity (R) are continuous numerical and ordinal variables respectively, which makes it necessary to set dichotomization thresholds. For the coding of P, the effective number of parties (enp) in lower chambers was calculated according to Laakso and taagepeera (1979) and the threshold set at an enp of 4.0, i.e. the break-off point between multi-party systems with a dominant party (3.5) and multi-party systems without a dominant party (4.5) (Blondel, 1968) . the underlying assumption is that multi-party systems without a dominant party are more likely to produce divided government. For the dichotomization of R, i adapted Lijphart's (1999) index, which measures constitutional rigidity on an ordinal four-point scale with 1 indicating complete flexibility and 4 indicating maximum rigidity. For the reasons exposed in section ii, the criterion of mandatory referendums was extricated from Lijphart's index and the threshold set at ordinal value 2. 12
truth table construction
each of these binary conditions divides the universe of cases into two parts, i.e. our set of seven conditions divides the universe into 2 7 = 128 possible combinations of conditions. Given the limited diversity of empirical phenomena, there are combinations which are logically possible but for which no empirical evidence was observed in the population under investigation. in our analysis, the number of unobserved combinations, referred to as 'logical remainders' in Qca-terminology, amounts to 93. as this paper aims at developing and testing theoretical hypotheses by an analysis of strictly observed cases these logical remainders were set to cero-a conservative approach adopted in other work using Qca (Hicks et al., 1995; redding and viterna, 1999; yamasaki, 2003) . 13 10 aníbal perez Liñán, associate professor of political science, department of political science, university of pittsburgh.
11
Kathryn Hochstetler, professor of political science, department of political science, university of new mexico.
12 the database on political Opportunity structures in Latin american administrations (pOsLaa) that constitutes the basis for this truth table was constructed in ms-access. it consists of six inter-linked tables containing detailed qualitative and quantitative data as well as notes on coding decisions for the outcome and causal conditions. the author will supply the database upon request.
13 the treatment of logical remainders is a much debate dissue in the literature on configurational methodology. the attractiveness of their use lies in the fact that including logical remainders as simplifying assumptions into the Boolean minimization process will lead to more parsimonious solution terms. However, this practice has also attracted critique, e.g. by markoff (1990) in whose opinion researchers who speculate what would happen under configurations of variables that do not actually exist are engaged in an imaginative act that will produce neat looking solutions that are essentially unverifiable. to reduce this risk, authors who advocate the inclusion of logical remainders have emphasized the importance of making theoretically informed choices. that is, the researcher should differentiate between logical remainders for which it is relatively easy to assign a given outcome value (because of clear theoretical expectations) and logical remainders for which it is difficult to assign a given outcome value, and exclude the latter (ragin and sonnett, 2004; ragin and rihoux, 2004 a close re-examination of the contradictory case pair, the administrations of Fébres cordero and Gutiérrez in ecuador, revealed that these cases differed in the role adopted by the army vis a vis an acute executive legislative crisis. in 1986, when congress initiated moves to impeach Febres cordero, the military warned congressional leaders that it would shut down the legislature if a formal impeachment action were brought against the president thus enabling Febres to face down the removal effort and go ahead with a referendum to boost his tattered legitimacy (the case of Febres cordero will be discussed in more detail in section iii.3). meanwhile, in the case of Gutiérrez the army denied its support to the president in a critical moment. in december 2004 Gutiérrez` decision to remove almost the entire supreme court, which he claimed to be biased against him, and replace it with loyal nominees sparked an executive legislative crisis. amid growing street protests against his government, Gutiérrez declared a state of emergency and announced to hold a referendum in order to secure public approval for the new court (BBc 2005) . in this situation, the army did not act to restore order and refused to enforce the state of emergency, leaving the president with no other option than to flee the presidential palace in a helicopter.
notwithstanding the result of this contextual re-examination, the option of integrating the identified differentiating factor as an additional condition into the model to solve the contradiction was discarded. the sustained and particularly strong role of the ecuadorian army as a moderating power in political matters is unparalleled in the contemporary Latin american context (perez and Whitney, 2004), 14 thus making it unlikely that active army involvement played a decisive role in referendum processes beyond ecuador. Hence, including "the role of the army" would have meant to unnecessarily increase the number of causal conditions, over-individualize the explanation of each particular case, and counteract the purpose of Qca to reach some degree of parsimony. i therefore opted to exclude the negative case of Gutiérrez from the analysis and preserve the rarer positive case of Fébres.
on which to base a theoretically informed choice of logical remainders, for the purpose of this paper i have opted for the conservative strategy of treating logical remainders as negative configurations.
14 according to Fitch (1998) the continued intervention of the ecuadorian army in political processes can be attributed to the attitude of influential army officials who argue that, given the weakness of civilian institutions and the generalized corruption of ecuadorian politicians, the armed forces have to assume an active political role in defense of national security and the country's "permanent national objectives" (Fitch, 1998: 65-91 (1) (2) (3) (4) equation 1b brings P to the fore. that is, a high level of party system fragmentation emerges as the necessary but insufficient condition, which needs to be accompanied by alternative conjunctures of insufficient but non-redundant conditions in order to produce a positive outcome.
investigation of Positive cases
the prominence of P confirms H1 and indicates that the phenomenon of FGir in Latin america has been closely related to the difficult combination of presidentialism and multipartism (mainwaring, 1993) . However, P is not the only circumstance that has 15 in the notation for Boolean algebra the logical connectors and and Or are written "." and "+" respectively. upper case letters indicate presence of a condition, lower case letters absence.
brought about the outcome. FGir are instead due to different interactions of party system fragmentation with several other factors. in six of our empirical cases, this condition was accompanied by a situation of divided government. While in one case (the administration of mesa in Bolivia) the president was a newcomer to the political scene and thus completely lacked a partisan base of power in the legislature, in two other cases (uribe in colombia and durán in ecuador) the presidents had longstanding careers in traditional parties but had decided to split from their parties and create new platforms for the upcoming presidential elections. the presidents of the three remaining cases belonged to established parties, which, however, controlled only a small minority of seats in the legislature (Lula's pt in Brazil-17.7 percent, Febrés cordero's psc in ecuador-13.0 percent, and alarcón's Fra in ecuador-2.4 percent).
Term (1) covers the administration of president mesa in Bolivia and combines, P and D with A, R, M and U. While the first two conditions do not contribute to an explanation of the outcome given that the respective referendum did not concern constitutional law, the investigation of this case clearly confirms the causal relevance of the latter two conditions, thus confirming H2 and H5.
in 2002, presidential candidate sánchez de Lozada picked mesa as his running mate. after Lozada had been elected president in a congressional run-off, mesa assumed office as vice-president. in september 2003, Lozada's backing for a plan to export natural gas to the us sparked violent anti-government protests, which came to be known as the Bolivian 'gas war'. as pressure from the street mounted, Lozada called the army to quell the riots. the excessive use of force deployed by the military led to the deaths of over 50 protesters (amnesty international, 2004) and caused Lozada's political support to collapse. in October 2003, the national congress accepted his resignation and installed mesa as effective head of the executive. although his assumption of office complied with the constitutional regulations, mesa lacked a direct popular mandate and needed to distance himself from his unpopular predecessor (Breuer, 2008a) . moreover, upon mesa taking office, the peasant leaders morales and Quispe announced a three-month truce after which protest would be resumed should the president fail to deliver on his promise to respond to the gas issue. against this background and his lack of congressional support, mesa opted to develop the image of a caretaker president. in his accession speech, he presented a transition cabinet composed of unaffiliated technocrats whose composition sought to pay tribute to the country's ethnic and regional cleavages and pledged to convoke a referendum on the controversial gas issue .
Term (2) combines P and D with the A, R and C. the case of Febres' administration in ecuador, which is covered by this term, offers a paradigmatic illustration of this configurational path towards referendum occurrence. ecuador's party system is highly fragmented and divided government has been the norm since the country's democratic transition in 1978. this makes it particularly difficult for presidents to achieve the legislative two-thirds majority required for the realization of constitutional reforms. in 1984, the candidate of the social christian party (psc), León Febres cordero, won the presidential elections in a tight runoff with support from a loose party alliance known as the national reconstruction Front (Frn). the preceding January legislative elections had resulted in a highly fragmented congress with an enp of 5.8, within which the Frn held a minority of seats. after Febres' inauguration, conflicts over patronage quickly eroded the cohesion of the Frn while parties of the centre and left joined to form the oppositional progressive Block, which controlled a majority of seats. Legislative stalemate was a constant feature from the beginning of Febres' administration. an acute crisis, involving physical fights on the legislative floor, erupted in October 1984 when Febres refused to recognize congress's election of supreme court judges sympathetic to the progressive Block (LaWr 30 november 1984) . in the aftermath of this crisis, Febres' heavy reliance on urgent economic decrees, as well as his efforts to block impeachment resolutions against his ministers, further added to the inter-branch hostility (Barczak, 2001b) . as the 1986 mid-term elections approached, Febres attempted to alter the course of his ill-fated administration by making use of the ecuadorian president's prerogative to convoke referendums on constitutional reforms. His proposal requested independent candidates to be able to run for legislative office. By attaching the referendum to the legislative elections, he followed a two-fold strategy, intending, on the one hand, to side-step the lack of the two-thirds legislative majority required for constitutional changes, and on the other hand, relying on a simultaneous translation of a 'yes' vote on the referendum into votes for pro-Febres candidates in the mid-term elections (Larr 16 may 1986). However, Febres' strategy failed, the electorate rejected the referendum proposal with a clear margin of 58 percent and leftist opposition parties won a solid 60 percent majority of seats in the mid-term elections.
in the case of Fabian alarcón's administration, the same conditions combined to produce the outcome -although in a different manner and with different dynamics. in February 1997, the ecuadorian congress voted to unseat president Bucarám on the grounds of mental incapacity and appointed its own chairman, alarcón, as effective head of executive. this entailed an executive-legislative crisis given that the ecuadorian constitution specifies the vice-president as an automatic successor, and the incumbent vice-president, arteaga, actually asserted her claim to the president's office. the main official objective of the constitutional referendum convoked in may 1997 was thus to legitimize the fait accomplí of Bucarám's ouster and alarcón's succession in office. However, alarcón's government successfully used the anti-Bucarám sentiment to slip several highly controversial constitutional reform issues into the referendum whose implementation via ordinary legislative proceedings could have proved cumbersome in view of the constitutional rigidity and the minority status of alarcón's radical alfarista Front party, which held only two seats in the legislature.
Term 3 combines P and D with A. a revision of the administrations of durán in ecuador and uribe in colombia, which are covered by this term, confirms that the referendum was caused by the combination of these three factors, since in both cases minority presidents attempted to implement wide-ranging constitutional reforms in the face of intense opposition by highly fragmented congresses.
in may 2002, alvaro uribe, a former member of colombia's Liberal party who had run as an independent candidate, won the presidential elections in a landslide election. much of uribe's electoral success was based on his campaign promise to undertake constitutional reforms in order to tackle colombia's rampant state corruption. the proposed measures targeted the abolition of long-established privileges of colombian legislators and the suppression of traditional pork barreling practices. the most contentious proposal, however, was to reduce the number of legislators by 43 percent, merge the two chambers of congress into one, and call for early elections (La semana 5 august 2002a). While constitutional amendments in colombia require only ordinary legislative majorities, they involve time-consuming proceedings 16 and the implementation of uribe's reform project via the ordinary legislative route would have tied congress up for months. However, the colombian constitution provides the president with the possibility to shortcut these proceedings by using a referendum; if an executive referendum proposal on constitutional reform obtains majority consent in both chambers it may be directly submitted to popular vote. shortly after his inauguration, uribe presented a draft for a referendum 'against corruption and politicking' to congress. against the background of uribe's popularity, especially the convocation of early elections, represented a threatening scenario to legislators unsupportive of uribe and was met with respective resistance in the legislature. 17 initially, the executive adopted an intransigent posture towards congress, stating that the referendum was non-negotiable. However as time ran short, the executive concluded that it was preferable to shepherd the referendum through congress before the closure of sessions in december 2002 -albeit at the price of making concessions. the first claim to be abandoned was uni-cameralism (La semana september 2002), followed by an agreement to reduce the number of legislators by 20 percent instead of the originally envisaged 43 percent. Finally, the executive conceded to drop the claim for congressional dissolution and the convocation of early elections. as preparations for the referendum wore on, it became clear that the government's greatest concern was not whether colombians would agree to the reform but whether the watered-down proposal would mobilize enough of them to make the vote valid. supported by the country's business elites, the government launched an unprecedented media campaign urging colombians to vote. despite considerable financial efforts, the campaign missed its target. in the referendum vote on 25 October 2003, all but one of the 15 proposed measures fell short of the 6.3 million votes required for passage.
similarly in 1995, the ecuadorian minority president durán Ballén, whose neo-liberal restructuring program had been continuously obstructed by the oppositional majority in congress, launched a referendum on constitutional reform that proposed, amongst other issues, to equip the president with the power to dissolve congress and call for early legislative elections. However, durán's popularity had been severely affected by his government's involvement in several corruption scandals and so this rather obvious attempt to install a constitutional dictatorship suffered a resounding defeat at the polls.
although covered by the same Boolean term, the third case of the Brazilian gun-referendum held under the administration of president Lula in 2005 appears to have followed a different pattern from the cases referred to above, which is not explained by the hypothesized factors. Firstly, the absence of mandatory referendums was irrelevant in this context since the referendum issue did not concern constitutional law. secondly, the referendum was 16 proposals have to be debated in both chambers of congress in two consecutive legislative sessions.
17
in a poll realized by Gallup among parliamentarians, 89 percent of respondents rejected the proposal.
apparently not born out of executive-legislative conflict. Quite the contrary, the referendum project, which had been initiated by a legislative cross-party bloc was strongly backed by the government (LaWr, 25 October 2005) .
Term 4 is distinguished from terms 1 -3 by the fact that it does not combine P with a situation of divided government. the second administration of Hugo chávez in venezuela, which is covered by this term, hence constitutes a deviant case that should be investigated more closely in order to detect additional factors which have not been considered so far and could have contributed to produce the outcome.
after his landslide victory in 1998, in 1999 chávez managed to dislodge the oppositiondominated congress and replace it with a politically compliant constituent body through an ad-hoc referendum. in July 2000, chávez stood for reelection and won the presidency with 59.8 percent of the national vote. after the concurrently held legislative elections, party system fragmentation in the new unicameral national assembly (an) continued at a relatively high level with an enp of 4.04. However, chávez' Fifth republic movement (mvr) and the allied movement towards socialism (mas) now controlled 60 percent of its seats. since the beginning of his administration, chavez had sought to demolish the country's national trade union confederation (ctv) which he regarded as a bastion of resistance to his project of 'Bolivarian revolution'. in november 2000, the an passed an enabling law allowing chávez to enact laws by decree in several policy areas. remarkably, despite the fact that the reform of the ctv belonged to one of these areas (LaWr 3 October 2000), chávez made it clear that a congress-endorsed referendum was his preferred option to promote the project. although the referendum which was held in december 2000 passed with 69.4 percent yes-votes, it did not produce the expected political victory, and the high abstention rate of 76.5 percent was interpreted as a defeat for the government (the economist 9 december 2000; el universal 8 december 2000). to understand why chavez, having the opportunity to impose his reform project via decree, took the risk of failing at the ballot box, one must be aware of the constraints acting on his administration at that time. chávez's initial domestic support had mainly been based on his challenge to the traditional political elites whose mismanagement and corrupt exploitation of oil revenues had undermined the people's faith in their political leaders. However, the failure of his 'Bolivarian revolution' to produce sustainable growth had caused a palpable decline in his popularity (Weyland, 2001) . moreover, chávez' disrespect for the country's democratic institutions and close relations to the military had drawn harsh criticism, and external pressure on his government, especially from the us, was increasing. venezuela is the fourth largest supplier of petroleum for the us. Given the meager growth rate, chávez had grown increasingly dependent on revenues from oil exports to finance his spendthrift clientelistic social policy. after two years, during which the clinton administration had avoided major confrontations with chávez, there were signs that the incoming Bush administration would adopt a tougher stance against him. Bush maintained close relations with mexico's new conservative president, vicente Fox, and republican foreign experts had stated that the u.s. might turn to mexico as a more reliable supplier in order to reduce their dependence on venezuelan oil (the new york times 27 december 2000). against this background, the referendum on union reform became quasi inescapable; externally, chávez required the democratic fig leaf of a popular vote to cover his undisguised endeavor to further concentrate political power if he wanted to secure revenues from export sales. internally, he faced the need to compensate for his administration's lack of output-legitimacy-in the form of a palpable improvement of the economic situation -by demonstrating its input-legitimation through reiterated mobilization of the electorate at the ballot box.
External legitimation pressure and an internal lack of output-legitimacy are thus factors that should be considered in future studies on referendum causation.
Minimizing negative Outcomes
We can now proceed to perform the Qca-analysis on the negative cases of our population. since working hypotheses in this study were formulated to explain positive causation, the Boolean minimization of negative outcomes is not expected to deliver insight on causal conditions for the non-occurrence of referendums. instead, the purpose of this exercise is to present data on negative cases in a structured, synthesized manner (rihoux, 2003, 372) that allows for a methodologically informed selection of cases for case studies. Boolean minimization considerably reduces empirical complexity. in the minimal formula displayed in equation 2, the 35 empirically observed configurations bearing outcome [0] are reduced to a simpler combined expression consisting of 15 terms. this equation clearly shows that the simple assumption of symmetry of political phenomena is fallacious. in other words, if a specific combination of conditions contributes to the occurrence of a FGir, we must not automatically deduce that this combination will be absent in cases where a FGir did not occur. six negative cases are explained by term (1) in which all of the factors identified as hypothetically relevant for positive causation are absent or were eliminated as redundant, i.e. this term neither runs counter to the formulated working hypotheses and nor to the results obtained from the analysis of positive cases in the preceding section. terms (9), (10), and (12), by contrast, present an interesting puzzle if compared to the results for Boolean minimization of positive cases, given that the necessary condition P was present and additionally combined with D, which was identified as the second most important contributory factor to causation of FGir. Hence, the administrations covered by these terms presented opportunity structures which should have made the holding of a FGir an attractive strategy. a closer investigation of these cases is therefore necessary in order to determine whether there were specific conditions, which obstructed an FGir, or if political actors were able to employ alternative strategies in order to address these critical constellations.
investigation of selected negative cases
to shed more light on the specific political opportunity structures obstructive to FGir, two country administrations were chosen using the msdO (most similar, different outcome) procedure developed by de meur and Berg schlosser (1994) as a technique for case selection. to this purpose, the Boolean distance between positive and negative pairs of administrations -i.e. the number of conditions with different values for the two administrations -were computed and listed in the matrix shown in table 3.
the level of dissimilarity for the most similar cases with different outcomes (mdsO) in our population is 1, i.e. these cases differ on only one variable. this applies to 22 case pairs. to further narrow down the selection, i relied on the results of the above Qca analysis. i selected two negative cases which are covered by the critical Boolean terms (11) and (12) of equation 2 (the administrations of collor de mello in Brazil and serrano in Guatemala) and compared them against their most similar positive pairs (the administrations of uribe in colombia and Febres in ecuador). a) uribe (colombia, 2002 -2006) versus collor de mello (Brazil, 1990 (Brazil, -1992 similar to his colombian counterpart uribe, in 1989 Fernando collor de mello split from the Brazilian majority force democratic movement party (pmdB) and founded the party of national reconstruction (prn) for the purpose of the upcoming elections. Backed by wealthy patrons and the media empire O Globo, collor launched a massive media campaign that put him on top of popularity polls and helped him to defeat his rival Lula da silva of the Workers party (pt) with 53 percent in the run-off. Brazilian presidentialism has been traditionally plagued by high party system fragmentation and presidents are usually in a situation of minority government. the same applied for collor whose prn controlled only 8.2 percent of seats in the chamber of deputies. in order to secure majority support, he formed a liberal-conservative cabinet including five parties, while the leaders of the pt and pdt immediately forged a leftist opposition bloc (the new york times 15 march 1990). Brazil's electoral timetable put collor under considerable time pressure; legislative elections were scheduled for October 1990 and by august 1990, all parties were expected to have joined the opposition and try to attract votes on the strength of his failings (LaWr 1 march 1990). under these circumstances, collor resorted to his decree power in order to implement his ambitious neo-liberal reform plan. this tactic won him enemies in congress, with legislators complaining about the president's authoritarian ways of arm-wrestling them into cooperation. in October 1990, the pmdB abandoned the government coalition and joined the opposition (negretto, 2004) . politically isolated, collor's government increasingly relied on the distribution of pork in order to secure legislative support (mainwaring, 1997) . during 1991, the opposition continued thwarting most of his proposals and collor continuously lost the ability to implement policies. in late 1991, he reacted through a television campaign blaming constitutional impediments for the obstruction of his modernization plans and promoted a 44 point constitutional reform -dubbed 'the very big project' or 'emendao'-to restore Brazil's governability (Larr 19 september 1991) . different from the colombian constitution, the Brazilian constitution does not contemplate the possibility of an executive-initiated referendum to short cut constitutional amendment procedures but reserves the right to trigger a referendum and to set its agenda to congress (Hug and tsebelis, 2002) . unlike his colombian counterpart, collor was thus confined to negotiate every single point of the emendao with the hostile legislature and so it was no surprise that the project soon got stuck in congress. at the same time, there were signs that a constitutional coup to depose collor was in the making. according to a temporary provision of the 1988 constitution on 7 september 1993, voters had to decide on the system of government (parliamentary or presidential) to be established in Brazil through a mandatory referendum. in november 1991, 11 parties joined to form a national parliamentarist movement (mnp) propagating the parliamentary option and demanding to prepone the referendum to march 1992. upon the senate's approval of the anticipation proposal in a first reading, collor reacted by sending his justice minister, passarinho, to the senate who succeeded in mediating and blocking the final approval which fell three votes short of the three-fifths required for passage. (LaWr 21 november 1991) . at the beginning of 1992, collor tried to stabilize his position by engaging in hectic cabinet-reshuffling. However, he did not manage to broaden his congressional support since the psdB rejected the invitation to join his government, and the rest of his new cabinet members came from parties that already supported him. in may 1992, collor was accused of leading a nation-wide corruption network and congress created a joint committee to investigate the case. in a final attempt to avert his overthrow, collor once again turned to television for his defense, but his telegenic skills had worn out and public indignation led to a civil campaign for his removal. On 29 september 1992, the chamber of deputies approved collor's impeachment with 441 to 38 votes, while more than 100,000 people demonstrated against the president in front of congress (perez Liñán).
the comparison between collor's administration and the positive case of uribe's administration in colombia reveals interesting insights with regard to factors that may impede the occurrence of FGir. in both cases, presidents who had received a sound electoral mandate set out to implement ambitious constitutional reform projects. Once in office, they found themselves in the difficult position of being minority presidents whose reform plans were being obstructed by oppositional majorities in highly fragmented congresses, and in both cases conflict with congress over the implementation of said projects grew into acute crises. However, the two reacted differently to this situation. While uribe resorted to the referendum, hoping that his popularity and media backing would enable him to realize at least parts of his reform project (Breuer, 2008b) , collor sought to implement his project by engaging in alternative practices such as legislating by decree, patronage, and cabinetreshuffling. against this background, what factors prevented the Brazilian president from employing the same strategy as his colombian counterpart? the answer appears to lie in a long-term institutional factor, namely the constitutional provisions regulating the use of referendums in Brazil. While the columbian constitution clearly establishes a referendum on the initiative of the executive as an alternative to ordinary constitutional amendment proceedings, this is not the case in Brazil, where the referendum is explicitly defined as a congressional asset by the constitution. meanwhile, the abortive attempt of Brazilian legislators to oust collor by means of a referendum indicates that -conversely to the hypothesized effect-high levels of party system fragmentation may be obstructive rather than contributory to the causation of FGir if the authority to trigger a referendum rests with congress, i.e. a collective actor.
b) Febres (ecuador, 1984-1988) versus. serrano (Guatemala, 1991 (Guatemala, -1993 in 1985, Jorge serrano elias, a former civil servant and evangelical christian, founded the solidarity action movement party (mas). at that time, Guatemala's fluctuating party system was conformed by a myriad of groups representing the extreme and center-right while still entirely excluding the left from political representation. thanks to the support of co-religions, serrano's platform soon found itself a niche in the electoral offer and he won the 1990/91 presidential race in the runoff election. the concurrently held legislative elections had led to a fractionalized congress with an enp of 4.6 in which serrano's mas only captured 18 of the 116 seats, thus forcing him to form a coalition government with the christian democratic party (dcG) and the neo-conservative union of the national center (ucn). during his campaign, serrano had pledged to implement peace talks with the guerrillas and to return law and order to the country after three decades of civil war. in april 1991, his administration took up negotiations with the Guatemalan guerrilla force revolutionary national unity (urnG). However after some initial progress, in may 1993, negotiations with the urnG were suspended over controversies regarding how to implement the ceasefire, presenting a blow to serrano's prestige, in view of the commitment to the peace process declared during his campaign (perez Liñán). at the same time, serrano's increasing political isolation induced him to fall back on illegal payoffs to congress members in order to obtain support for his neo-liberal stabilization measures (perez Liñán). the defection of the dcG from the government coalition further weakened his position. pre-empting the presentation of a petition for his impeachment on several corruption charges, on 25 may, serrano staged a self-coup, suspending sections of the constitution, dissolving congress and the supreme court and announcing that elections to a constituent assembly would be held within 60 days. However, the Guatemalan supreme electoral tribunal denied its support and declared his call for elections unconstitutional (Larr 17 June 1993). On 30 may, serrano reacted to this refusal with a nationally broadcasted address, in which he urged 'political parties and civilian sectors of society' to formulate a consensus proposal for a referendum on constitutional reforms, including guidelines for congressional elections to be held at a later date. However, the opposition rejected this attempt to legitimize his coup, as did the supreme electoral tribunal, which also holds the initiation authority on referendum votes in Guatemala. as international condemnation poured in, the military that had supported the coup wavered, leaving serrano little choice but to flee to exile.
the comparison between the administrations of serrano with its most similar positive pair, the administration of Febres in ecuador, suggests that it was a long-term institutional factor which impeded the occurrence in serrano's case. Both cases shared the scenario of post-authoritarian states still marked by a near-chronic interference of the military with the recently reestablished civilian governments and in both cases inchoate party systems set the background for a conflictive relation between a highly fragmented congress and a popularly elected minority president. Once conflict had culminated into crisis, both presidents attempted to re-legitimize their shaky administrations through a referendum, however, with differing success. in ecuador, where the constitution facilitates the president to use FGir in a virtually unconstrained manner, Febres called a referendum but saw his proposal rejected by the electorate. meanwhile, serrano's plans to employ such a strategy were foiled by the fact that the referendum procedure in Guatemala is subject to electoral judicial review, exercised by the supreme electoral tribunal, which denied the necessary authorization.
iV. cOncLusiOns
this study set out to fill the gap in our knowledge on the causes of referendums by focusing on the use of FGir in Latin america's presidential systems. Boolean analysis provided the comparative basis to detect the important factors in referendum causation. substantively, this analysis showed that referendum occurrence is a complex phenomenon that does not lend itself to mono-causal explanations. contrary to the preponderant view that referendums in presidential systems are a mere byproduct of personalistic, neo-populist leadership, it has been shown that the phenomenon is closely linked to factors which have long been deemed critical for the stability of presidential systems. the working hypotheses on long-and short-term factors drawn from the literature on the 'perils of presidentialism' capture the significant dimensions of opportunity structures conducive to the occurrence of a referendum given that in all positive cases a combination of the hypothesized factors were found. However, two medium-term factors turned out to have a particularly relevant impact: party system fragmentation followed by divided government. this indicates that referendums in presidential systems have to be primarily considered as a strategy to break situations of deadlock, which may typically arise due to the 'difficult combination' of presidentialism and multipartism (mainwaring, 1993) . in such a setting, the decision to hold a referendum can be additionally catalyzed by circumstantial short-term factors like civil unrest, as in the case of mesa's administration in Bolivia, or acute presidential crises as illustrated by the cases of Febres and alarcón in ecuador.
another interesting result is that, opposite to their hypothesized effect, high levels of party system fragmentation can also obstruct the occurrence of FGir if the authority to call a referendum is reserved to congress. as shown by the analysis of the Brazilian collor de mello administration, in such a situation party system fragmentation can result in failure to achieve the legislative majority which is required for the convocation of a referendum.
Future research on referendum causation should thus pay close heed to the different dynamics inherent in legislative and executive initiated referendums.
meanwhile, conclusions on hypotheses regarding the long-term institutional factors contributive to referendum occurrence are less clear-cut. although Boolean analysis identified constitutional rigidity and the absence of provisions for mandatory referendums on constitutional reform as non-redundant factors in three configurational paths leading to a referendum, a revision of the empirical cases covered by the respective Boolean terms only partly corroborated this result since in three cases (mesa in Bolivia, Lula in Brazil, and chávez in venezuela) the actual referendum did not concern constitutional law. instead, long-term institutional factors appear to play a more decisive role in the obstruction of referendums. the comparison of selected negative cases with their most similar positive pairs revealed that in the negative cases, presidents who acted under very similar institutional and situational constraints as their counterparts in the positive cases were effectively hindered from resorting to the referendum tool by the specific constitutional provisions regulating the implementation of this tool. this finding should have important policy implications for those concerned about the potential for manipulative abuse inherent in FGir since it indicates that this risk can be considerably diminished by appropriate constitutional design.
since this study looks only at the referendum experience of Latin america's presidential systems, it cannot make conclusions about the worldwide phenomenon. doubtlessly, the application of the model presented above to parliamentary systems would require substantial modifications that pay heed to the different logics which structure the dynamics of executive legislative interaction in parliamentarism. notwithstanding, the theoretical and methodological approach developed here could provide a fruitful starting point for the study of referendum causation in the semi-presidentialist systems of central and eastern europe, many of which adopted referendum provisions during their transition to democracy. 
